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www.vogueindustries.com.au



WE CREATE INNOVATIVE, 
INFLUENTIAL AND BESPOKE 
VEHICLES, OUR STYLE HAS BEEN 
IMITATED BUT CAN NEVER BE 
DUPLICATED!

The Y62 Patrol is in itself an icon, an off-
road legend with comfort and plenty of
brute power to accommodate growing
families and various lifestyles.

 
At Vogue Industries our modifications
and styling choices will resemble your
personal choice, whilst still catering 
for things like practicality and durabil-
ity. 

 
Whether you want to go for an off-
road adventure, or just want to go for a
nice drive on the beach, each build has a
vision & we are here to turn 
that vision into reality!



If you’re after agressive styling then a grille replacement is an
option that will drastically change the look of your front end.

 
 

Having a winch on your vehicle can help you out of tricky
situations when you’re out adventuring with your mates.

Front bar replacements not only make a huge difference in how 
your vehicle looks, but also improve the protection of the vehicle.
Front bars can be colour coded to match the paint of the vehicle. 

GRILLES:

WINCHES: 

FRONT END
FRONT BARS:



WIDEBODY KIT

DESIGNED AND BUILT IN-HOUSE,

OUR Y62 PATROL WIDEBODY KIT

ENHANCES THE STANCE, ADDS

AN AGRESSIVE EDGE TO THE

STOCK BODY AND THE BEST

PART, ITS COMPATABLE  WITH

THE OEM CONTOURS OF THE

VEHICLE.

BEFORE AFTER



Whether you are after a wheel that takes you onroad or offroad, we
work with the best manufacturers and offer a large selection of wheels
for your Patrol, and have specialised offsets to suit your application.

WHEELS



From custom built lifted trucks to extreme off-
road, from urban high- ways to the farmers
crop fields, from the mountains to the prairies,
from the city to the country roads and for work
or play, Black Bear tyres are following the
black bear’s footsteps quickly becoming the
global drivers’ smart choice.

Through years of personal testing, we are proud to 
recommend and work with these brands of tyres, 
each with their own unique benefits and capabilities.

Toyo tyres give you strength, traction 
and confidence on any terrain, in all
conditions. Whether picking the best 
line through ruts, taming outback 
tracks, or on a rain soaked highway 
trying to change lanes, Toyo’s SUV 
and open country 4WD tyres are suit- 
ed to the full spectrum of conditions 
that Australia has to offer.

Nitto develops high-quality tyres that ex- 
cel in off-road performance and on-road 
comfort. Whether you are looking for an 
aggressive mud or trail terrain tyre to 
tackle rocks, dirt and trails or a highway 
terrain that provides a smooth, quiet ride 
and a long treadlife, Nitto has a truck tyre 
for you.

TYRES

BLACK BEAR
TOYO NITTO



VOGUE LADDER:
What started as a fun idea to get a short guy on the roof of a 4wd, has become a must
have accessory. Our ladders make life easier by allowing safe access to your roof plat-
form.
REAR TYRE CARRIER:
The rear tyre carrier gives you the ability to keep a spare wheel mounted to the rear of
your vehicle while also keeping access to the boot by swinging away from the vehicle.
REAR BARS:
Just like a front bar replacement, the rear bar replacements not only make a huge
difference in how your vehicle looks, but also improve the protection of the vehicle.
Front bars can be colour coded to match the paint of the vehicle. 
TOWBALL CUTOUT:
A custom cut-out on the rear bar to keep that OEM look with a tow-bar.

From rear bar protection, to a custom ladder, there are multiple solutions for styling
and practicality. 

REAR END



Whether your suspension needs are for looks, prac- 
ticality or even to obtain a GVM upgrade, we have 
several solutions to tick all the boxes from some of 
the leading brands in the industry. 

SUSPENSION 



Roof racks play a big role in not only styling but also utility. 
Whether you don’t have space inside your car, or you would 
rather not clutter your cargo area, a roof rack will provide you 
with a space-saving alternative for carrying cargo and equip- 
ment. 

Roof racks also give you the ability to mount rooftop tents, 
awnings, surfboards, bluetooth speakers, LED Bars, and plenty 
more to your vehicle!

ROOF RACKS



Our Vogue aerial brackets allows you to mount your UHF aerial to the passenger side
mirror.

Our Vogue snorkel is designed to be stylish & functional, while having the ability to work
with aftermarket airboxes as well as the factory airbox. 

Side steps are your way in and out of your vehicle so we make sure we fit a variety of side
steps to fit your build!

EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES

Side steps:

Aerial Bracket:

Snorkel & Airbox:



We can kit the interior out for you with all sorts of accessories, from something as simple
as a wireless phone charger to trackers, dash cams, & UHF Radio.

TRACKERS: Trackers give you peace of mind in knowing that your vehicle is secure at all
times without having to worry about theft. 

 
UHF: If you are going on adventures with your mates, then you need to be able to commu-
nicate with them! UHF radio gives you that ability.

 
DASHCAMS: In the case of an accident, a dashcam will provide you with video evidence
that can be used for insurance purposes. 

INTERIOR ACCESSORIES



We offer and install a full range of electrical accessories from
head-units, electronic side steps, multimedia sound systems,
fridge units to dual battery systems and everything else in-
be- tween. 

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES



If you are taking your Landcruiser for a camping trip then having
reliable lighting that you can trust is important in hard to see
situations.

Spotlights, LED light bars, headlights, tailights, reverse lights, fog
lights, you name it, we modify & install it!

 
We also make custom reverse & fog lights for the rear of your
vehicle!

LIGHTING



Whether you have installed a new exhaust system or are just 
after better performance or better fuel economy then tuning your
vehicle is a must! 

Turbo-back handcrafted 304/409 grade stainless steel
options: - Dual rear system with quad 3.5” tips
- Single system 4” tip
- Magnaflow muffler
- V-band for easy fitting
- Varex bi-modal valve (2007+)

EXHAUSTS & TUNING

EXHAUSTS

TUNING



We also specialise in interior transformations, we can offer a range of
leather in various colours and grains along with customised stitching
and bolstering to your taste.

LEATHER RETRIM



Pomponazzi paint protection involves our flagship product, 880XX, 
which is an all in one solution that has the ability to protect your 
paint, plastics, wheels, rubbers & glass. Its unique formula adds 
a thick coating of real quartz crystal which enhances the natural 
colours & sheen of your paintwork whilst giving it a sleek feel that 
repels water & general day-to-day grime from sticking. 

A thick coating, perfect for surfaces that are under extreme condi- 
tions. It adds great protection around chassis & other components 
on vehicles & provides a barrier against high traffic areas from high 
levels of salt, UV and air. 

TU UNDERBODY COATING:

POMPONAZZI PROTECTION



When it comes to tinting we have a variety of options such as:
Headlights, taillights, indicators, reverse/fog lights & windows. 

If you want to give your vehicle a stealthy appearance look no 
further, we’ve got you covered with our tinting and chrome delete
package!

We take all the chrome pieces off your vehicle and paint them black
giving you that sought after murdered-out black look! 

Chrome Delete:

Tinting:

TINTING & CHROME DELETE
Full blackout:



 TOYO 
NITTO
 BLACK BEAR 
 OTHER

 HAMER BAR
 RIVAL BAR
 RHINO4x4 BAR 
 WINCH
 GRILLE

 VOGUE LADDER 
 TYRE CARRIER
 REAR BAR
 OTHER

 KING WHEELS
 METHOD WHEELS 
 FUEL WHEELS
 CUSTOM WHEELS
 OTHER

 CUSTOM FLARE END 
 SMOOTH FLARES
 BOLT ON FLARES
 OTHER

 RHINORACK
 LANDRAXX
 TRAILMAX
 BUSHWAKKA AWNING
 CLEVERSHADE AWNING 
 OTHER

 JMACX
 FOX
 OUTBACK ARMOUR
 KING
 SUPERIOR ENGINEERING 
 OTHER

 DIGITAL SWITCHES
 SOUND SYSTEM
 HEAD-UNIT
 DUAL BATTERY
 ANDERSONS PLUG TO REAR 
 ELECTRONIC SIDE STEPS

 DASH CAMERA
 TRACKER
 WIRELESS PHONE CHARGER 
 UHF/COMMS

 SNORKEL
 AIRBOX
 UHF BRACKET 
 SIDE STEPS

 TITANIUM EXHAUST
 STAINLESS EXHAUST 
 CUSTOM EXHAUST
 OTHER

 HEADLIGHTS
 TAILLIGHTS
 CUSTOM REVERSE LIGHT 
 LED BAR (ROOF)
 LED BAR (FRONT)
 SPOTLIGHTS

 TWO ROWS
 SPORT BOLSTERING (FRONT 
ROW)

This checklist can be used to select different modifications you wish to apply to your
vehicle. (please choose “other” if you would like to chat to one of our team
members about your build)

TYRES:

FLARES:

WHEELS:

REAR END

FRONT PROTECTION: SUSPENSION:

ROOF RACKS:

INTERIOR ACCESSORIES:

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES:

LIGHTING:

LEATHER RETRIM:

EXHAUST & TUNE:

EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES:
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CHECKLIST



CHECKLIST

 CHROME DELETE 
 HEADLIGHT TINT
 TAILLIGHT TINT
 WINDOW TINT

 GRAPHENE
 880-XX
 880-X
 BALSOO
 LEATHER COAT 
TU UNDERBODY COAT

POMPONAZZI PROTECTION: TINTING & CHROME DELETE:
☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

COMMENTS/REQUESTS:



Phone: (07) 3209 4985
Website: www.vogueindustries.com.au
Located: 8/18 Ellerslie Rd, Meadowbrook QLD 4131

Here at Vogue Industries, we are innovators in 
vehicle design and styling as well as suppliers of 
leading influential brands for European, exotic, off 
road and street vehicles. 

We highly value the visions and wants of customers 
and actively work in customising their vehicles to 
make their dreams a reality; we have been involved 
in countless hours of research and development to 
ensure our work is of the highest quality and precision 
to ensure our customers are highly satisfied.


